No other extended stay fifth wheel delivers the size and luxury of our flagship Solitude – earning a loyal following with its legendary quality and its effortless functionality. The all-new Solitude S Class delivers all the spaciousness, and elegant finishes to an even wider market. Our team of designers created industry-leading floorplans while maintaining the craftsmanship and elegance Grand Design owners have come to expect. *(385GK shown)*

**SOLAR DONE RIGHT.**

**Every Solitude Comes Prepped for Solar**
The 10 gauge wiring is already in place with industry standard MC4 connectors throughout to ensure maximum compatibility.

**Add on the "Solitude Solar System"**
Now you can have a complete solar power system installed from the factory. This optional package includes:
- 300w Solar Panel
- Controller
- 2000w Inverter
Solitude®

The most spacious
EXTENDED STAY FIFTH WHEEL EVER BUILT!

PHOTOSHOP COLLECTION

Power reclining theatre seating from the Thomas Payne Collection features LED illuminated cup holders with touch controls for the heat and massage functions. The LED light strips underneath the sofa, provide a soothing glow.

“Signature” WALL MOUNTED DINETTE

No center pedestal under the table leaves plenty of room for four to dine in comfort.

Includes four fully padded dinette chairs (two folding) with hidden storage under the seat.

Wall-mounted dinette not available on S Class.

A luxurious kitchen with solid surface countertops, chef-inspired stainless steel appliances, residential fixtures, and hardwood cabinetry. (39ORK shown)

The bath area has modern appeal with a large undermount sink, designer faucet, and generously sized shower with seat. (372WB/373FB shown)

Sleep well in the spacious master suite with plenty of storage space, with the ability to choose either a king or queen size bed. (372WB/373FB shown)
CONSTRUCTED TO A SUPERIOR STANDARD

StepAbove® with Strut Assist

- Provides sure footing
- Adjusts feet for stability on uneven terrain
- Eliminates bouncing in and out of your RV
- 500 lb weight capacity

Easily Lift & Lower with One Finger

The Solitude has been third-party tested in extreme outdoor conditions. The heating and cooling system passed with flying colors — delivering comfortable and even room temperatures from cap to rear.

Note: Testing was performed in a temperature controlled chamber and does not account for variables such as wind, humidity, and altitude.

EXCLUSIVE!

SUPERCHASSIS

101" Wide-Body Chassis — A full 5" wider than many coaches in its class, the wide-body chassis allows for deeper slide rooms, wider sofas in rear-lounge models and more livable floor space...all at a shorter towing length.

Wide-Rail Design — Our heavy-duty I-beam main rails are placed further outward on the chassis. A wider rail placement provides a more stable jack stance and allows for the slide room gear packs to be enclosed inside the frame rails providing increased protection.

BACKED TO A HIGHER STANDARD

Every Grand Design RV is backed with a class leading 3-year limited structural warranty. By selecting suppliers with similar philosophies, many components used on our coaches also carry an extended warranty through the component manufacturer:

- FLOOR DECKING (25 Years)
- CHASSIS (3 Years)
- AXLES (5 Years)
- ROOF COVERING (12 Years)
- TIRE WARRANTY (5 Years w/12 Month no questions asked replacement for manufacturer’s defects)
- EXTERIOR GRAPHICS (5 Years)
**MAXIMUM INSULATION**

1. **THERMAL ROOF DESIGN (R-40)**
   - Fiberglass insulation and a layer of radiant foil insulation cover the roof. Grand Design goes further by extending both insulation layers the full length of the roof and around to the bottom of the front cap. To maximize the effectiveness of the insulation, a vented attic allows condensation to escape the roof structure.

2. **FULLY LAMINATED WALLS (R-11)**
   - Sidewalls, rear wall, slideroom endwalls and slideroom roof are all welded aluminum framed and laminated with rigid foam insulation. Many manufacturers use wood framing and soft fiberglass insulation in the rear wall and sliderooms that can settle over time and leave uninsulated air gaps.

3. **TRIPLE INSULATED MAIN FLOOR (R-45)**
   - The underbelly is lined with a radiant foil insulation barrier (Layer 1) and then covered with fiberglass insulation (Layer 2). The main floor enhances the R-Value with yet another layer of fiberglass insulation (Layer 3).

4. **RAIL-TITE UNDERBELLY SEAL**
   - Rigid aluminum rails are fastened around the perimeter of the underbelly to keep the corrugated barrier up tight against the frame for a better seal from the elements.

5. **INSULATED GOOSENECK**
   - Fiberglass insulation under the gooseneck is a place often forgotten by other manufacturers.

6. **1.5” INSULATED BAGGAGE DOORS**
   - Rigid foam insulation lines the inside of our heavy duty baggage doors.

**MAXIMUM FUNCTION**

- **40,000 BTU OF HEATING POWER**
  - A high performance furnace and fireplace combine to deliver the heat.

- **EVENFLOW HEATING SYSTEM**
  - Vertically mounted heat vents are integrated into the cabinet bases. These vents push hot air from front to back (rather than straight up) and eliminate the need for floor vents that can collect dirt and debris, and are easily broken.

- **HEATED UNDERBELLY & STORAGE BAY**
  - Dedicated heat ducts run to both the underbelly and storage bay. 12-volt heat pads on each holding tank, and the enclosed utility center with low-point drains provide a functional water system – even in extreme cold.

---

**WEATHER-TEK**

**ARCTIC INSULATION**

**STEALTH A/C SYSTEM**

- **30,000 BTU OF COOLING POWER**
  - Dual 15k BTU ACs (Solitude) 15k and 13.5k BTU ACs (S-Class)
  - **23% MORE AIRFLOW** THAN AVERAGE OF LEADING COMPETITORS
- **ULTRA QUIET**
  - Up to 2x quieter than the competition.
- **AIRGUIDE TECHNOLOGY**
  - Cool air is guided through the ducts and forced out of the vents for maximum cooling efficiency.

**COMPETITION**

**TYPICAL DUCTING**
- Typical ducting provides partial airflow with less cooling efficiency.

**RACETRACK DUCTING**
- True Racetrack Ducting extends past each AC unit to allow for uninterrupted airflow from the front to the back of the coach.
Thank you for taking the time to tour our coach.

We would like to share what sets Grand Design RV apart from all other RV manufacturers and why this difference is important to you.

My close friends and I were part of an ownership team at a travel trailer, fifth wheel company that grew to become one of the largest RV manufacturers in the world. While proud of this accomplishment, it became difficult to stay in touch with customers, employees, and ultimately the quality of the final product. It became obvious, there was a better way.

In 2012 we started with a mission to build a better RV company. A company with a culture that desires a long-term, personal connection with customers, employees and dealers – that company became Grand Design RV. Our business model of doing the right thing has led us to many years of unparalleled growth.

At Grand Design we are customer centered and everything we do daily revolves around you. Our goal is simple – continue to lead the industry with quality, innovative products while striving to improve our customers' RV experience before, during and after their purchase. We strive for nothing less than customers for life and I would be honored to personally welcome you to the Grand Design family.

Warmest Regards,

President / CEO / Co-Founder

LONG TERM VALUE
Everything we do at our company is designed to build long-term value in what we offer our customers. “More features and superior value for your dollar.”

CUSTOMER CENTERED
Our focus, from the very first day we opened our doors, revolves around our customers. Your satisfaction is our future.

STAYING CONNECTED
Magic happens when the CEO and Senior Management actively work with the production facilities to help build the team and develop products.

EXPERIENCED WORKFORCE
Our local workforce has been hand-picked and has an excellent reputation for second-to-none industry craftsmanship.

RAISING THE QUALITY BAR
We put every Grand Design RV through a series of quality inspection gates during the manufacturing process. Once completed, the unit undergoes a comprehensive “final finish” inspection. At this point, most manufacturers ship their coaches to the dealer for retail sale. We aren’t most manufacturers. Every one of our coaches is moved to a PDI (Pre-Delivery Inspection) area where they are put through a rigorous 300+ point inspection checklist. It is only after this PDI that we certify a unit ready to ship to our dealers.

MANUFACTURING FACILITY

SERVICE/PDI AREA

STEP 1:
PRODUCTION LINE
Multiple quality checkpoints

STEP 2:
FINAL FINISH
Comprehensive systems and quality checks

STEP 3:
PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTION
300+ point Inspection on every unit produced

OK TO SHIP

SUPERIOR SERVICE
Anything built by humans that travels down the open road is subject to issues. It's how those issues are addressed that makes Grand Design so special to our owners. Visit the independent owners page on Facebook (Grand Design RV Owners) and see for yourself. We take care of our customers after the sale. An informed customer will be a Grand Design customer!

CLASS LEADING WARRANTY
We back every one of our coaches with a 3-year limited structural warranty.